BACKGROUND {#sec1-1}
==========

The interpretation of histologic sections of tissue biopsy material requires the evaluation of innumerable visual features in order to properly classify disease processes and, in turn, establish a prognosis and appropriate therapeutic plan. This process requires great domain knowledge and cognitive resources to accomplish. The sources of this knowledge include training visual interpretive skills through exposure to multiple examples of histological changes associated with specific pathologic processes, didactic instruction, and critically, the extraction of new information derived from experimental studies as reported in the literature. As a result of the explosion of knowledge reflected in the remarkable increase of research and review manuscripts and increasing numbers of professional journals, it has become evident that this high-dimensional flow of new information is beyond the ability of humans to adequately process and curate. As a consequence, text mining techniques have been developed to computationally extract and organize data in a form usable by biomedical professionals.

The techniques of natural language processing (NLP) for the identification and extraction of information have been widely applied in the biomedical domain and numerous articles have been published discussing the basic concepts and methodology.\[[@ref1]--[@ref4]\] In the pathology domain, text mining research has been primarily directed toward the use of pathology tissue reports as text corpora.\[[@ref5]--[@ref10]\]

We have explored the application of text mining to the extraction of information relating to protein expression by tumors as determined by immunohistochemical (IHC) staining. Our text mining task is unique not only in terms of application to the pathology domain, but also to our specific targeting task: A combination of expression relationship extraction and associated numerical statistics defining the expression level. To this end, we apply a collection of rules based on templates and keywords that is easy to comprehend and use and can be expanded and modified over time.

The construction of a knowledge base containing accurate rates of protein expression by highly specific lymphoma types will permit improved classification schemes resulting in more precise estimations of probability within differential diagnoses. Such information would provide a significant improvement over the frequent use of semi-quantitative estimations of protein expression in reviews of IHC studies. For example, a common format is the following scale: Negative, expressed by less than 5% of tumors examined; −/+, protein expressed by 5-25% of tumors examined; +/−, expressed by 25-50% of tumors; and +, expressed by greater than 50% of tumors.\[[@ref11][@ref12]\] It should be noted that precise expression data that is statistically actionable has been employed in some studies.\[[@ref13]\] However, the retrieval and organization of this detailed information is extremely labor intensive and of necessity, limited to very specific diagnostic disease classes. Compiling comprehensive protein expression databases will require computer aided information extraction methods. The difficulty of extracting the correct relationship between tumors and proteins in terms of expression varies primarily with the author's style of writing. Those with a more direct syntax utilizing frequent subject, predicate, and object constructions with sparse use of qualifying clauses present a more straightforward analytical process. By contrast, authors favoring more complex grammatical constructions present significant difficulties for automated knowledge extraction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Dataset {#sec2-1}
-------

The dataset consists of abstracts obtained from PubMed covering "lymphoma" and is limited to English language articles. The training set is limited to abstracts containing the medical subject headings (MeSH) term "follicular lymphoma" as the major topic and up to year 2010. The test set uses keywords of "lymphoma" and "immunohistochemistry" as MeSH terms in abstracts up to the year 2011. The test set excludes any abstracts overlapping with the training set. The training set is designed to include every aspect of follicular lymphoma so we can build up rules and templates pertinent to immunohistochemistry. The training and test sets contain 1794 and 249 abstracts respectively. Validation of the results was performed by a pathologist using custom-designed web software which highlights the sentence of interest and the text mining results.

The aim of the study is to obtain protein expression data from the literature in the form of tuples which provide information about the disease and protein as well as expression level. A tuple is defined in the form of "disease, protein, expression level". In other words, it structures the description of protein expression into a succinct form that can be stored and manipulated. For example, the sentence, "Eighty-three percent (83%) of anaplastic large cell lymphomas (ALCL) express ALK," should be converted into the tuple "ALCL, ALK, 83%." To extract correct expression relationships between disease, protein and expression level, we developed rules based on syntactic and proximity information. The workflow of the NLP procedures is depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The abstracts are fed into the preprocessing block which includes functions that perform sentence detection, regular expression identification of numbers and matching of the named entities and templates designed for the domain. After preprocessing, link grammar parser parses the abstracts sentence by sentence and we apply the rules aggregated from linkage, constituent tree and finding neighboring tokens rule sets. A final step of semantic filtering ensures the extracted tuple relates to protein expression. In the next sections, we will describe each processing block in more detail. Specifically, our methods take advantage of characteristic forms of numerical representation of the incidence of protein expression, which typically assume a limited variety of structures including, for example, "10 of 25 cases" or "40% of cases." This permits the use of regular expressions to identify sentences of interest and narrow the amount of text to be further interrogated using a variety of NLP techniques. A similar approach taking advantage of a limited dictionary of forms of expression of essential information about enzyme kinetics was employed by Heinen *et al*.\[[@ref14]\] Caporaso *et al*.,\[[@ref15]\] relied upon regular expressions to identify point mutations in genes.

![Workflow of the protein expression tuple extraction task. Description: Appropriate abstracts are split into sentences and examined for named entities and regular expressions prior to grammatical analysis. The pre-processing also involves matching templates to generate offsets in the text corresponding to each template. The rest of the important offset information includes offsets from named entity recognition, regular expressions, etc. Therefore, disease name, gene/protein name and number offsets are all known. The offsets are stored in the database and will be matched to the corresponding word tokens when all three sets of the rules are aggregated. The final semantic filtering is based on the keyword look-up results to determine if the tuple is a valid protein expression tuple](JPI-4-20-g001){#F1}

Potential Expression Level Extraction {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------

Regular expressions offer a basic and highly flexible mechanism for the identification of specific forms of text and they form the cornerstone for identifying expression level in our text mining algorithms. We begin with recognizing numbers in the text by applying regular expression crafted for numerical number extraction. The design to capture number information is to match consecutive numerical digits (0, 1, 2,..., 8, 9) in text. In addition, there may be one decimal point among the numerical digits depending upon the precision of the expression. The written form of number is identified by a preset dictionary of English numbers. After numbers are identified, we attempt to recognize basic forms of representation of percentages using predefined templates. Templates are designed based on the observation of commonly encountered domain-typical word usage patterns found in the training set. At this stage, regular expressions and templates reflect linguistic structures based on pathology domain entities that demonstrate predefined word sequence orders. For example, the explicit form consisting of simple integers followed by the percentage sign and the implicit compound form of two integers stated in several forms such as 10 of 30 or 10/30. It should be noted that percentage-like forms of representation are encountered in multiple contexts other than those related to protein expression, for instance, survival statistics, sensitivity, specificity, etc. The exclusion of these false positive (FP) findings is achieved through the use of rules based on semantic filtering, which will be discussed later.

Templates and Domain Specific Entities {#sec2-3}
--------------------------------------

Other applications of templates permit the identification of particular common pathology phraseology. In particular, the complex disease entities are defined as subclasses of primary diseases by particular combinations of protein expression such as "CD5-CD10-follicular lymphoma". As pathology knowledge becomes progressively refined and sub-classifications are based not only on protein expression but also by emerging features such as microarray determinations of RNA and miRNA expression, as well as the next generation sequencing features are recognized, it will be imperative to be able to encompass such complex disease entities. Templates also enable the recognition of common parallel grammatical constructions which, when identified, yield several protein-disease expression pairs from one sentence.

Dictionaries {#sec2-4}
------------

Named entity recognition (NER) was focused on the identification of names of lymphomatous disease and proteins. The disease name dictionary is extracted from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) thesaurus\[[@ref16]\] and protein names from the UniProt Knowledge Base\[[@ref17]\] limited to Homo sapiens and is also customized through domain expert input. In addition, many pathology immunohistochemistry articles use the terminology of clusters of differentiation (CD) which has been developed and widely implemented by the flow cytometry community, but are sometimes not included in the UniProt database. Therefore, a comprehensive name dictionary of CD antigens is also imported into the protein dictionary.\[[@ref18]\] All pertinent aliases of a given named entity entry, including synonyms, acronyms, etc., are included. The attributes by which diseases and proteins are linked require a separate dictionary encompassing such terms as "expresses", "is positive for", "is stained by", and others. This is constructed as a customized keyword list largely reflecting domain knowledge.

Grammatical Parsing {#sec2-5}
-------------------

### Link Grammar Linkage and Hierarchical Output Forms {#sec3-1}

The link grammar parser (LGP),\[[@ref19]\] originally developed at Carnegie Mellon University, is an English language syntactic parser based on link grammar, an original theory of English syntax. LGP has been proven to work in various biomedical text mining tasks\[[@ref20]--[@ref22]\] and has evolved into an open source project that is updated continuously. A recent update includes a better adaptation for biomedical text (BioLG).\[[@ref23]\] There are two types of parsing outputs from LGP: Linkage and hierarchical constituent output, both are rich in syntactic structure information. We store the two outputs for each sentence from the literature in the database and preserve their original structure forms in connected linkages and constituent tree format respectively. While most biomedical text mining methods adopt only the connected linkage or constituent tree formats of LGP output, our method implements customized sets of rules from both outputs allowing us to extract information from the most informative form.

Rule Matching on Linkage {#sec2-6}
------------------------

Linkage rules have been adopted in biomedical text mining for relationship extraction of molecular interaction events.\[[@ref20]\] Active participants in the sentence can be found through certain combinations of links that connect word tokens. Application examples in the biomedical domain include finding participating proteins in biochemical interactions and protein-protein interactions.\[[@ref21]\] Using grammatical linkage rules permits the extraction of protein expression information with varying degrees of success depending upon the linkage. For instance, subject (S) and object (O) linkage connection via verb (V) between the appropriate named entities are very reliable, in our experience and that of others.\[[@ref22]\] Useful information can also be obtained based on the elucidation of noun phrases and numerous other grammatical linkages. We have constructed a number of heuristic rules to encapsulate the more reliable forms of syntactic structure as applied to varying styles of writing. To satisfy the linkage rules, the linkage must match at least part of the syntactic structure in the sentence. The word tokens visited by the linkage rule are marked and collected. These tokens are treated as words with potential relationships.

In [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, linkage rule 1 deals with the active voice and can utilize the simple construction of subject, object, verb (S + O) in order to correctly extract the information that "lymphomas, express, immunoglobulin." Rule 2 accommodates interpretation of the passive voice, but utilizes a different grammatical linkage, S + P + MV + J, retrieving the bit of knowledge, "caspase-3" and "expressed." To be more specific, the "S" link leads the subject (Caspase-3) to find the be verb (was).

![Select linkage rules. Description: Rule 1 shows a straightforward connection between subject (lymphomas) and object (immunoglobulin). The verb "expressed" between S link and O link confirms the desired semantics of the sentence. Word tokens visited by the rule, "lymphomas", "expressed" and "immunoglobulin", are collected. Rule 2 also collects the verb "expressed" but demonstrates the passive voice. "Caspase-3", "was", "expressed", "in" and "%" are collected by the rules. While the tokens relevant to the expression tuple consist only of the protein "Caspase-3," the remaining tokens can act as links to the implementation of other rule sets in the rules aggregation stage](JPI-4-20-g002){#F2}

The following "P" link connects be verb (was) to passive participle (expressed). The last two "MV" and "J" links in turn form the connection between the word "expressed" and the modifying phrase up to "%". Note that both examples require the implementation of additional rules to identify the complete informational tuples which provides knowledge of the disease, protein expressed and the frequency of that expression.

Rule Matching on Hierarchical Constituents {#sec2-7}
------------------------------------------

The hierarchical phrase constituent is the other form of output generated by the link grammar parser. Here, word tokens are grouped into grammatical phrases, which are related to one another in the form of a tree structure. The word tokens within phrases at various levels of the tree have natural semantic relationships due to the inherent structure of grammar. By traversing through the constituent tree, both inter- and intra-phrase relationships between word tokens can be established. Rules related to the analysis of constituent trees are applied as SQL queries over trees stored in a database. The rules first identify a word token of interest through NER of proteins and diseases and then identify neighboring phrases through the use of the parent child relationships. Any word tokens within these phrases will be considered to be tokens likely to be participants in the relationships of interest. The basic constituent rules are as follows: For every token of interest (protein and disease names), find tokens within phrases that either contain the token itself or are the parent's sibling, child of parent's sibling, or grandparent's sibling. For instance, in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the noun phrase "detectable P53 expression" clearly establishes P53 as being expressed and traversing the constituent tree according to our rules leads to the percentage, 85.7%, which is a child of parent's sibling node. The words found by constituent rules are collected for aggregation and further processing by other rule sets.

![Hierarchical constituent rules. Description: Here, the token of interest is the protein "P53" contained within a noun phrase which serves as the index node. The nodes to be further queried are indicated by the labels. In this manner, the potential expression level "85.7%" is found in the "child of parent's sibling node", another noun phrase. Abbreviations: PP (prepositional phrase), NP (noun phrase), VP (verb phrase), S (clause)](JPI-4-20-g003){#F3}

Proximity Rules {#sec2-8}
---------------

One approach to identifying semantic relationships is by co-occurrence, which suggests a relationship between terms when entities of interest coexist within a certain scope of the text. The scope may include co-occurrence within the same sentence, abstract or entire paper. Co-occurrence often provides the substrate for more sophisticated text mining methods. We build on co-occurrence with rule matching, which uses heuristics based on word order and syntactic structure. Proximity rules establish a window of predefined size centered on the word token of interest in order to analyze neighboring words. The size of the window varies with the length of the sentence and it is anticipated that words within the window are highly likely to convey additional information. Proximity rules compensate for link grammar's limitations in analyzing complex sentences, particularly when multiple number representations are present. Tokens within the window are assigned distance measures based on a schema, which weights the intervening parts of speech. Stop words and punctuation marks are assigned different weights since stop words tend to connect neighboring words while punctuation marks indicate a higher degree of separation of meaning by forming sub-clauses. For example, as illustrated in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, "41%" is more likely to be associated with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma than with Burkitt lymphoma since the latter is separated by a comma and the former by a preposition. Furthermore, a shorter weighted path indicates a greater likelihood of finding a relationship between words. All word tokens inside a given window are evaluated before implementing the final rule aggregation.

![Proximity rules. Description: In this proximity window of size 5, "41%" can be connected to two disease names with differing weighted distances depending upon the intervening token types. However, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma is preferred over Burkitt lymphoma because the former has smaller weighted distance value](JPI-4-20-g004){#F4}

Rule Aggregation {#sec2-9}
----------------

Applying each set of rules together will generate a collection of word tokens that share meaningful relationships and enable the construction of the final tuple, which combines the three facts of disease, protein, and percentage of expression. To this end, candidate expression tuples are chosen after evaluating the weighted edges between disease token, potential expression level token, and protein token. If more than one candidate tuple is found for a given expression level, we choose the tuple that has the shortest weighted path unless there is grouping involved. The process of applying each set of rules and aggregation is given in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Aggregation of the rules

![](JPI-4-20-g005)

This aggregation process extends the scope of the individual rule set and facilitates the connection of tokens that are related remotely even if not identified by a single rule set. In [Figure 5a](#F5a){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 5b](#F5b){ref-type="fig"}, both linkage and constituent rules capture the percentage representation and the protein. However, it is the proximity rule in [Figure 5c](#F5c){ref-type="fig"} that finally connects these to the disease so that a complete tuple can be extracted. The tuple extraction is based on the premise of co-occurrence such that at least one potential expression level and protein are located in the sentence. There may be cases in which the disease name still needs to be identified even after the application of the aggregated rules in which case the following steps are applied: (1) Try to locate the disease name at the local sentence outside of the aggregated rules; (2) find the disease name within the previous two sentences, starting from the nearest one; (3) if there is no disease name found in steps 1 and 2, seek the disease name in the title.

![Rule aggregation example step 1. applying linkage rules. Description: "48 out of 56" is matched by the templates as a potential expression level. Applying linkage S + P + MV + J (token visited): "Expression", "was", "detected", "of", "56" applying linkage M + J (token visited): "Expression", "of", "YB.1"](JPI-4-20-g006){#F5a}

![Rule aggregation example step 2. applying constituent rules. Description: Applying constituent rules from the index token, protein "YB.1" collects the tokens "Expression" (under grandparent's sibling phrase), and "of" (under grandparent phrase) Constituent rules from disease "NHLs" (non Hodgkin's lymphoma) do not collect any tokens as no token is found by the constituent rules](JPI-4-20-g007){#F5b}

![Rule aggregation example step 3. applying proximity rules. Description: The templates capture the potential expression level number description "48 out of 56". Starting from the number within the proximity window, the nearest disease name according to the proximity rule is "NHLs." Therefore, complete tuple from this sentence is "NHL, YB.1, 48/56"](JPI-4-20-g008){#F5c}

Grouping Correction Following the Rules Matching {#sec2-10}
------------------------------------------------

If the final tuple has any entities in an identified group, which can be recognized during the process of template matching, the tuple will be corrected. Entities in the group will be assigned to the corresponding expression level percentage according to the order of appearance. In the case of only one percentage with a group of entities, the percentage will be shared among the whole group.

Semantics of Keywords to Identify Expression Relationship {#sec2-11}
---------------------------------------------------------

In the task of extracting expression relationships, knowledge of the IHC domain is fundamental in constructing the keyword dictionary. We have utilized this specialized knowledge to stratify terminology by relative degrees of certainty that the term applies to the IHC identification of protein expression in a disease state. This has been formalized by associating tuples with keywords with varying characteristics as follows:

Expression - ExplicitThe keywords in this category are expected to effectively predict description of protein expression events and include such terms as expression, over-expression, staining, immunohistochemistry, etc.Expression - ImplicitThese keywords are usually associated with expression events, but not definitive. This includes terms such as antigen, protein, gene, etc.Expression - TechniqueThese keywords may provide convincing evidence of expression based upon experimental techniques other than immunohistochemistry and includes terms such as polymerase chain reaction, and fluorescent in-situ hybridization.Non-expressionKeywords that are associated with numerical representations typical of protein expression, but are actually not related to expression events. This situation is indicated by words such as mutation, deletion, translocation, and survival rate.Non-specific evidenceKeywords reporting experimental settings, findings and analysis such as detect, findings, shows.

Semantics Filtering {#sec2-12}
-------------------

After establishing these keyword categories, we can employ them as a filter to grade identified tuples by relative level of certainty. The dominant semantic level is determined by the keyword nearest to the expression level percentage representation from either "Expression" or "Non-expression" category. If keywords with differing semantic levels are equally distant based on proximity rules, additional keywords are examined within the scope of the same sentence with the final classification based on the semantics in majority.

Negation Detection: NegEx {#sec2-13}
-------------------------

To detect the presence of expression negation events, the NegEx algorithm\[[@ref24]\] is employed in every sentence where an expression tuple is located. Originally designed for predicting negated concepts in the discharge summary narratives, NegEx dynamically allocates its scope of negation in a short passage of text around the concept of interest.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

Evaluation of the Accuracy of the Tuple Extraction {#sec2-14}
--------------------------------------------------

The test set contains 249 abstracts of which numerical representations including both digital and written forms are found in 230 all of which were identified by our algorithm. Among the abstracts containing numbers, the templates identified potential expression tuples in 112.

To evaluate the performance of expression tuple extraction, our results in the test set were compared to a gold standard annotation performed by a domain expert. This task was supported and facilitated by a custom web interface that presented the extracted expression tuples listed as well as the entities of the tuple highlighted in the context of the particular sentence of the abstract examined. The entire abstract is displayed as well providing contextual information. Furthermore, all numbers, numerical or written, in the entire abstract are also highlighted for the evaluation of false negatives (FNs). This curation tool has proven to be very user friendly and significantly extends the ability of a domain expert to confirm the accuracy of the findings prior to inclusion in a definitive knowledge base. For every extracted tuple, the domain expert classifies the tuple as "True" (correct expression level and disease with the correct gene/protein name), "False" (both incorrect disease and incorrect gene/protein or incorrect expression level), "Partially correct (missing protein)," "Partially correct (missing disease)," or "Not related to expression." Any tuple that captures information about other techniques or statistics other than expression is classified as "Not related to expression."

The protein expression tuple extraction methods that we present achieve a precision of 69.91% and recall of 57.25%. These results are based on tuples that are considered to be fully correct, that is link the correct disease and protein names with the correct percentage of expression, a true positive (TP) result. FPs is defined as the finding of any extracted tuple where there is no proper match of any of these entities in the sentence of interest. Any valid expression tuple not captured by our algorithm is considered a FNs result.

Precision and recall are calculated according to the usual formulas:

![](JPI-4-20-g009.jpg)

The *F*-score, the harmonic mean, is derived using the following formula:

![](JPI-4-20-g010.jpg)

With precision = 69.91% and recall = 57.25%, the F-score is 62.95%.

For the retrieved tuples, the distribution of sources of FPs is listed in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Incorrectly identifying either the disease or gene/protein alone accounts for more than 50% of FPs. Incorrect identification of the disease occurs more frequently than the protein. This appears likely to result from the observation that whereas, proteins are commonly located in the same sentence as the numerical data, this is not the case for disease names, which tend to be expressed less frequently. Therefore, there is typically a greater distance between the numerical representation and the disease name, even just in the title in some instances, resulting in a higher error rate for this component. In [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, we show examples of FPs. In the "missing protein" sentence, "87%" is in fact related to "classic nodular architecture" rather than a protein name. Without recognizing the special phrase, "87%" is mistakenly connected to CD57. In the "missing disease" sentence, instead of showing the full disease name, only subtype information is available in the sentence. The full disease name "diffuse large B-cell lymphoma" can be recovered by going all the way back to the title sentence. However, this sentence states expression in subtypes of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). The sentence in the "False" section shows 63% was not recognized because it is vague for the templates to tell if it is a potential expression level. Lastly, in the "Not related to expression" section, semantically the sentence has terms implying expression associated events but is not definitive. The terms including "antibody" and "level" makes the semantic filtering step guess this is expression related whereas, the numbers here are about serum anti-EBV (Epstein-Barr virus) antibody level.

![The distribution of error sources for false positives. Description: The pie chart shows "Missing disease name" accounts for the highest category of error sources](JPI-4-20-g011){#F6}

###### 

Examples of error sources for false positives

![](JPI-4-20-g012)

In order to evaluate the usefulness of our rule sets, we compare the final retrieved tuple results to the baseline results. The baseline is defined as the co-occurrence of disease names, protein names and valid expression level number representation within the same sentence. Therefore, the naive co-occurrence method may lose some entity names that do not locate in the current sentence. In [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, even before semantic filtering, the rule sets can raise both precision and recall by more than 25% and 14%, respectively. After applying semantic filtering to the tuples retrieved by the rule sets, the precision is significantly enhanced while recall experiences a minor drop. Precision apparently benefits from the semantic decision made by the nearest semantic keyword especially when some explicit keywords like "expression" are present. However, when sentences get more complicated and semantic keywords get denser within the same sentence, the semantic decision criteria could go wrong. For some tuples, semantic keywords may not even exist in the same sentence, but in the neighboring sentences, which makes the semantic decision relatively hard to make.

###### 

Tuple retrieval comparison

![](JPI-4-20-g013)

If we consider only the performance of valid expression level representation extraction without evaluating the associated gene/protein and disease information, the precision is 91.41% and recall is 81.25%. Here, we consider a TP to be defined as a correctly extracted instance of an expression level number representation that also is correctly identified as relating to protein expression. A FP is defined as an extracted instance of a number representation that does not indicate expression while a FN is a number representation related to an expression that was not retrieved. These results are encouraging in regard to human curation of protein expression in disease since it provides a reliable means of identifying sentences containing relevant information derived from IHC studies. The web-based annotation tool, which we have devised, would also be helpful in the review and validation of these data. The expression level alone can provide analytical data such as range, distribution and average that may generate useful visualization and comparison over different abstracts. In the future, we will utilize these data to create applications based on the database.

In reviewing the protein expression statistics, we noticed that there could be contradictions between correctly identified tuples. For example, the following two sentences are from different abstracts. While both talk about CD10 expression for angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma (AITL), 75% and 47% are reported respectively.

\"For AITL cases, the rate of CD10, BCL 6, PD-1, and CXCL 13 expression was 75.0% (36/48), 66.7% (32/48), 93.8% (45/48), and 97.9% (47/48), respectively.\" (PubMed ID: 21330314).

\"... diagnostic features of AITL. CD10 positivity (47%),... were common observations.\" (PubMed ID: 21045384).

Expression level discrepancy is possibly the result of different experimental settings. Although it is out of the scope of this study, the background information or the contextual knowledge associated with protein expression is still important. Future work may be devoted to designing models of background knowledge to automatically choose the preferred expression statistics based on the user's need.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
=========================

In this paper, we describe a pilot project for employing NLP techniques in the extraction of quantitative information relating the percentage of expression of specific proteins to specific tumors. The rule-based frame-work incorporates various templates to formulate the ultimate identification of disease/protein/expression tuples. While the levels of accuracy of our pilot project are not yet at optimal levels, we have demonstrated the feasibility of applying NLP to mining of the pathology literature to obtain specific numeric data. It appears evident that machine based information retrieval methods such as ours will be required to organize and present the enormous amount of new knowledge contained within the pathology literature. The text mining methods developed in this study are flexible and may be readily adapted to extraction of other forms of knowledge incorporating percentages, such as chromosomal translocations and oncogenic fusion genes/proteins. It is interesting to note that potential expression tuples are extracted in only 112 out of 230 abstracts that contain numbers. This discrepancy can be caused by the following factors:

The numbers may show values other than potential expression level, such as P value, sample size, year, demographic data, experimental values or other numerical dataThe templates were constructed based on the training set so there may be new ways of describing potential expression level that were not included in the templatesThe templates only apply to one sentence at a time. Potential expression level information scattered over different sentences are not captured by the templates.Another aspect of our work is that it facilitates data retrieval in a much focused mode, which supports human curation in a more efficient manner. The tool for this provides the protein expression terms of interest highlighted in the context of the sentence in which it was identified. It is also linked to the entire abstract, which can easily be retrieved as well.
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